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ABSTRACT. Numerical approaches to predict side-loads on over-expanded launcher engines, 
resulting from the aeroelasticity, are proposed in this study: a stability model and a 
fluidstructure model. The main idea is to offer a better understanding of the repercussions 
likely to appear from the aeroelastic coupling in terms of side loads resulting from the motion 
of the compression shock and that may be responsible of damage effects on the current 
engines. It is notably shown the existence of a given natural torsional frequency of the nozzle 
for which the measured side loads are maximum, phenomenon associated with a transversal 
wave in the flow between both walls. These studies aim to improve the only current 
aeroelastic stability model in over expanded nozzle. 

RÉSUMÉ. Un modèle numérique de couplage fluide-structure est présenté, visant à améliorer la 
prédiction du niveau de charges latérales dans un moteur fusée sur-détendu (présence d’un 
choc stabilisé) et subissant des mouvements de corps rigides. Ces derniers peuvent en effet 
avoir un effet destructeur sur la tenue du moteur et sont aujourd’hui encore observés sur les 
moteurs actuels. Il y est montré l’existence d’une fréquence critique de rotation du moteur 
pour laquelle le niveau de charge observé est maximum et lié notamment à l’existence d’une 
onde transversale en aval du choc venant régulièrement percuter les deux faces internes du 
moteur. L’objectif à terme de ces travaux est d’améliorer le seul modèle de stabilité 
aéroélastique actuellement appliqué aux moteurs fusée. 
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1. Context and interests for thestudy

1.1. Industrial context

Thedesign processof a launcher enginerequires to ensureboth thrust capabiliti es
andlightweight considerations, this latter being justified to increasepayloads. Moreo-
ver, the control of the launcher trajectory requires to ensure a correct orientation of
the engine by the means of actuators. Consequently a launcher engine may never be
considered asa rigid organebut asa flexibleone. Flexibilit y may then bedue to local
elastic deformation of the divergent part and to rigid bodymotionsaroundthe nozzle
fixation point (called cardan axis) by considering theflexibilit y of actuators.

Undesirable effectsareparticularly strongat low-altitudeflight where the external
pressure is strongest and opposes itself to the flow. Amongst them, we may cite side
load effectsthat aredueto a lossof symmetry of theflow whosetheorigin is still kept
out of understanding. Their effects may be strongenoughto damage the engine and
deviate the launcher trajectory.

Thisphenomenonisknown for a longtime sincethefirst worksaccordingto this,
date back to the twenties, notably with Prandtl, Meyer and Stodola who worked on
over expanded jets (i.e. with presenceof an internal separation shock) (Summerfield
et al., 1954).

1.2. Current investigations for the originsof side loads

A launcher engine is designed to operate in adapted conditions (no internal com-
pressionshock). However wemay citeseveral caseswhere the enginemay beused in
over expanded conditions:

– the progressive increase of the chamber pressure during the starting phase of a
launcher engine,

– during validation phasesthey must betested at sealevel in vacuum test chamber
where themain flow encountersan external residual pressureof a few milli -Pascal.

Threepossible causes of appearance of the side load effects currently keep the
attention of theresearchers, theinterest evocated bymanylaboratoriesof theEuropean
community beingwell expressed in reference(Act, 1998) :

– the pressure fluctuations in the separation and recirculation zones downstream
theshock (Schwaneet al., 2002; Wong, 2005),

– the transition between two kinds of separation flow, the freeseparation shock
and the restricted separationshockThis transition may occur during the start-up pro-
cess. Both cases lead to different wall pressure distributions that may generate side
loads if the symmetry is not ensured. This phenomenon has been experimentally and
numerically observed (Frey et al., 1999; Östlung, 2002; Deck et al., 2004),
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– the aeroelastic coupling beween the flow and the flexible part of the nozzle (in-
cludingrigid bodymovementsdueto control actuators) (Östlunget al., 2001; Lefran-
çois, 2005; Pekkari, 1993).

Reaching higher chamber pressure levels for higher performances requires to in-
crease arearatios in nozzledesign that may lead to mechanical structuresmoresensi-
tive to interact with the flow and to generateside loads.

1.3. Aeroelasticity for expanded nozzle

Aeroelasticity has been studied for at least forty years from a theoretical point
of view (Bisplinghoff et al., 1975; Dowell , 1975; Fung, 1958) and more recently a
numerical approach has been developed and proposed (Farhat et al., 1995; Kondoet
al., 1987; Piperno, 1994; Tallecet al., 1996). Thedevelopment of coupled models for
aeroelasticity isquite recent dueto itsmultidisciplinary nature. Moreover, itsapplica-
tion to rocket engineshas rarely been studied (Lefrançois, 2005; Pekkari, 1993; Tuo-
vila et al., 1968). Currently, threemain approaches are possible to study aeroelastic
effectsof an enginedue to over expanded conditions:

1) an experimental investigation(complex andexpensive) (Östlung, 2002; Tuovila
et al., 1968),

2) a numerical aeroelastic stabilit y analysis with a model initialy developed
by Pekkari’s team (Pekkari, 1993) and improved to detect dynamical instabiliti es
(Lefrançois, 2005; Lefrançoiset al., 2000),

3) a complete fluid-structure interaction (FSI) model developed in a parallel en-
vironment. It generally consists of three codes, respectively dedicated to compute the
structure deformation, the fluid flow and mesh deformation with messages passing
in order to regularly update common data between all models (expensive in terms of
CPU cost).

For a rigid nozzle with a flexibilit y only due to external mechanisms such as
control actuators (rotation and translation), the Pekkari’s stabilit y model predicts fre-
quency shifting with regards to the compression shock position along the nozzle.
We ill ustrate on Figure 1 the results obtained from both models (stabilit y and fluid-
structure) for a case with only one degreeof freedom (abbr. dof) in rotation and with
two dof, a rotationandadisplacement respectively associated with different rigidities.

The x−axis corresponds to the initial compression shock position (Xsep) that is
contolled by the pressure chamber Pc. The y−axis reports the corresponding aeroe-
lastic frequenciespredicted by the stabilit y model (lines) and those extracted by FFT
analysis (Fast Fourier Transform ) from fluid-structure coupled results (symbols).

For both cases, it is clear that no frequency shifting hasbeen observed from fluid-
structure calculations even if the stabilit y model respectively predicted a static insta-
bilit y for thefirst case (frequency collapsesto zero) andadynamic onefor thesecond
case (frequencies coallescing). The main explanation lies in the fact that frequency
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Figure 1. Frequencyshifting predictions(lines) andFSI calculations(symbols)

shifting prediction may only be due to shock displacement (in regards with stabilit y
model). But for all cases, noshock motion hasbeen reported duringthefluid-structure
calculationsfor this frequency range.

It is then necessary to better understand the interaction between a compression
shock andamoving nozzlein order to be ableto improvethis stabilit y model currently
in used in thenozzledesign.

The structure of this paper is decomposed in threeparts. A first section describes
the complete fluid-structure model. A second section exposes investigation ways to
better understand the physics underlying between a shock in motion and nozzle mo-
vements. A section notably studies the influenceof the natural frequency responseof
a nozzle in rotation onthe shock excursion and points out the existence of a trans-
versal wave for a precise frequency. Sensitivity analysis also permits to distinguish
quasi-instataneous response of shock in response to the nozzle motion and dephased
response. A last part concludes and presents ways currently investigated in order to
improvethe aeroelastic stabilit y model.

2. Numerical model for fluid-structure interaction

This section briefly describesthefluid-structureinteractionmodel used tostudythe
effect of aeroelasticity on side loads for over expanded launcher engine (Lefrançois,
2005; Lefrançois et al., 2000). It consists of three codes, respectively dedicated to
compute the structure deformation, the fluid flow and the mesh deformation. These
codes are encapsulated in a parallel environment and interact within a coupling
scheme.
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2.1. Structure model

A finite element techniqueisused for thespacediscretization of theflexiblestruc-
ture. The governing equations are based on the fundamental principle that may be
written as :

[M ]

{

∂2u

∂t2

}

+ {fint(u, t)} − {fext} = 0, [1]

obtained after assemblingall over the mesh elementswhere :

– [M ] : global massmatrix,

– {u} : nodal displacementsvector,

– {fint(u, t)} : non-linear internal efforts,

– {fext} : external forcesresulting from aerodynamical coupling.

Themain characteristicsof thestructuresolver are :

– a Total Lagrangian Formulation is employed to calculate the deformations of
a flexible structure under large displacements hypothesis ((Zienkiewiczet al., 2000),
Vol. 2),

– the resolution of the resulting non-linear system is obtained using a Newton-
Raphson iterativemethod(Dhatt et al., 2005; Zienkiewiczet al., 2000),

– an implicit Newmark-Wilson scheme is used for temporal resolution (Dhatt et
al., 2005).

2.2. Fluid flow model

This model is based onthe finite element resolution of the global set of equations
governinginviscid andcompressiblefluid flow ona two-dimensional moving domain
(Farhat, 1996; Lefrançoiset al., 1999).

∂

∂t
{JU} + J

(

∂{Fx}

∂x
+

∂{Fy}

∂y

)

= 0, [2]

where :

– {U} : conservativevariables,

– {Fx} = {Fcx} − wx{U} : convectiveflux alongx-direction,

– {Fy} = {Fcy} − wy{U} : convectiveflux alongy-direction,

with :

{U} =
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ρu
ρv
ρe
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withρ themassdensity, u andv respectively the componentsof fluid velocity in (x, y)
system, e thetotal energy per unit of massandp the local pressuregiven bythe law of
perfect gas :

p = ρ.r.T = (γ − 1)(ρe − 1/2ρ(u2 + v2)),

with the temperatureT , γ = 1.4 andr = 287u.SI. The variables (wx, wy) represent
thelocal velocity componentsof thedomain andJ(x, y, t) is thejacobian of thetrans-
formation between themovablephysical space(x, y) andafixedreferencespace(ξ, η).
Themain characteristicsof thefluid solver are :

– an explicit Lax-Wendroff scheme is used for temporal discretization (Lax et al.,
1960) with a shock capturing technique called Flux Corrected Transport (Boris et
al., 1997) with a Zalesak’s limiter (Zalesak, 1979) in zones where positivity is not
ensured (presenceof shocks for example). Stabilit y is ensured using a CFL criterion
(Cormack, 1992),

– a Discrete Geometric Conservation law is applied to ensure the same precision
order and stabilit y property of the solver obtained in the case of a rigid mesh (Farhat
et al., 1995; Guill ard et al., 2000),

– a decomposition domain techniqueisused to parallelizetheflow solver in order
to significantly reduceCPU cost. The partitioning tool CHACO (Hendrickson et al.,
1995) isused to decomposetheinitial mesh on’N’ sub-mesheswith nodesduplication
on internal boundaries,

– thefluid mesh isdeformed with apseudo-material approach associated to asub-
mesh technique (MSA for Moving Submesh Approach (Lefrançois, 2008)) to signifi-
cantely reduceCPU cost.

2.3. Coupling scheme between the fluid and structure codes

The couplingmust respect the following points :

– in order to preserve modularity aspects of each code taken separately, the cou-
pling is done in establishing a ’message-passing’ between solvers by using parallel
tools offered by PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) routines (Geist et al., 1994; Kessy,
1997),

– the exchanged data during calculations consist of the wall pressure distribution
and time step from the fluid code to the structure one, and the update of the flexible
boundariescommonto both codes from thestructure to thefluid,

– the characteristic times being different by several orders of magnitude between
both codes(implicit structure code andexplicit fluid code), theupdating of wall condi-
tions is made using a sub-cycling coupling scheme and thus carried out every Nf/s

fluid steps,

– thedata exchangeisherebased onadiscontinuouscouplingscheme(seeFigure
2), which although doesnot preservethekinematic compatibilit y between themeshes
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of thefluid andthestructure, makespossibleto better ensurethetransfer of energyand
momentumbetween thetwo physics(transfer of a corrected pressureprofile) (Piperno,
1994).
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Figure 2. Discontinuousfluid-structure couplingscheme

The exchangeprocessill ustrated Figure2 must be read as follows :

1) fromtimestationns, we conduct asingletimestep for structuresolver to update
displacements, velocities, strains. New positioncorrespondsnow to timestationns+1,

2) transfer to thefluid codeof the informationsbased onthenew structurestate,

3) fromtimestationnf , we conduct Nf/s consecutivefluid timestepsto update all
fluid data andreach timestationnf +Nf/s = ns +1. Thefluid mesh isprogressively
deformed in order to match both fluid boundary and new structuredeformation,

4) transfer to the structure code of a corrected parietal pressure profile (Piperno,
1994),

5) structure deformation is then updated in accordanceto these new fluid data in
conductinganew calculation from previoustimestationns.

3. Analysisof the shock response to forced r igid body rotation

Theobjectivehere is to study thebehaviour of the compressionshock in response
to a forced rotation regime imposed to an over expanded nozzle. It is motivated by
the fact that the rotationaroundits cardan axis isoneof themotionable to conduct to
non-symmetric flows. Moreover, thismotion is similar to theone encountered onreal
engine controled by actuators. A particular attention is then given to the evolution of
theside loadscalculated with :

Fx = −

∫

nozzle

p(s) ~n(s).~i ds, [3]

where ~n is the external normal vector and~i the unity vector on the x-axis. The side
loads resultsessentially from the compressionshock motionXsep(t) that will be sto-
red duringall calculations.
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3.1. Application case characteristics

The main domain is ill ustrated onFigure 3b. It consists in a rigid 2D-nozzle with
onedegreeof freedom (abbr. dof), defined by the rotationθ(t) aroundits cardan axis.
The fluid domain (geometry and dimensions) with boundary conditionsare explicitly
ill ustrated Figure3b.

kθ

θ(t)

x

y

~i

~j

O

(a) Structure attached to cardan (b) Fluid domain and boundary conditions

Figure 3. Description of the fluid domain (dimensions, boundary conditions) and
nozzle rigidities

In order to avoid local deformation of the nozzle, the Young’s modulus has been
choosen equal to 1018 N/m2. Thefluid flow isassumed inviscid andstructural defor-
mations are supposed linear (small perturbation theory). The fluid mesh is composed
of 439 073 triangular elements for 218 083 nodes. The element sizevaries from 0.5
cm insidethenozzlewith aprogressiveincreaseto10 cm outsidethenozzle. Thispro-
gressivevariation permits to numericaly diffuse the ignitionshocksand consequently
reducethetransient calculationtime(seeFigure4) beforestartingthe coupling phase.
These diffusion effect is visible on the set of successive Schlieren (Kudryavtsev et
al., 2001) onFigure4.

time

Figure 4. Ignition phase in a 2D nozzle (inviscid flow)
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The structure mesh is extracted from the parietal boundaries of the fluid mesh
(meshesconformity) andiscomposed of 1 123 two-nodesbeam finite elements(three
dof per node, two displacement and onerotation).

Following the transition ignition of thenozzle, a forced regime in timeof the rota-
tionθ(t) of the nozzle isprescribed accordingto :

θ(t) = θo sin(πft)2 with θo = 1o, [4]

wheref is the frequency of the forced regime. A squaresinus form hasbeen conside-
red in order to progressively start thenozzle rotationsuch as θ̇(0) = 0.

The nozzle pressure ratio (NPR : ratio Pc/P∞) equal to 3 leads to a compression
shock stabili zed at a distanceof Xo

sep = 1 m after the throat.

3.2. Results analysis

A set of 16 FSI calculations has been performed for frequency values starting
from 12 Hz to 150 Hz. For each, 100 000 fluid time stepshavebeen conducted. The
structurehasbeen updated every 10 steps.

For each casetheRMS(Root Mean Square) responseof theshock motionXsep(t),
given by :

RMS(Xsep) =

(

1

t

∫ t

0

[Xsep(t)]
2
dt

)1/2

,

is ill ustrated in Figure5 for the considered frequency range.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity analysisof theshockmotionwith respect to f (forced regime)

It can be observed that the shock motion depends on the frequency. This reveals
threeimportant distinct couplingregime:
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1) for low frequencies(f < 50 Hz) theshock can almost be considered asfixed :
the explanationmay befoundin thefact that thefluid characteristic time is lower than
thestructureperiod(1/f ) permittingto thefluid to rapidly adapt itself with regardsto
moving environment. This also explains why the fluid-structure calculations did not
confirm the frequency-shifting predictions, sincePekkari’smodel requires significant
shock motions (seeSection 1.3),

2) there exists a critical frequency (∼ 110 Hz for NPR = 3), corresponding to
themaximum amplitudeof the shock motion, that may lead to significant side-loads,

3) for highfrequencies(f > 150 Hz) shock and nozzlemotionsarenot connected
any more : for these cases, the fluid characteristic time is greater than the structure
period(1/f ) andfluid isnot fast enoughto adapt itself to movingenvironment.

In order to confirmtheobservationsfor thefirst andthird regimes, new calculations
have been conducted for a higher rotation value (θo = 15o). Results are respectively
shown in Figure6 for alow frequency andin Figure7 for ahighfrequency. It confirms

time

Figure 6. Sequences of numerical Schlieren : slow forcing rotation of a 2D nozzle
(f < 50 Hz)

time

Figure 7. Sequences of numerical Schlieren : fast forcing rotations of a 2D nozzle
(f > 150 Hz)

for the lower frequency case that, even for a higher rotation angle, the fluid rapidly
adapts itself if nozzle motion is relatively slow with regards to fluid characteristic
time. For thesecondcase, we observethat thisadaptationcapacity of thefluid flow is
not valuable any more.

Figures8band 9brespectively ill ustratethetimesignalsof wall pressurefor nodes
respectively located upstream and downstream the shock. Their respective positions
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aregiven in Figures8a and 9a. Thex-axis is thenormalized timegiven byt∗ = t× f .
The lower signal for each figure correspondsto the angular velocity θ̇(t).

Accordingto Figure8b, thepressure evolutionsareperfectly in phasewith regards
to nozzle angular velocity θ̇. Fluid rapidly adapts itself to the nozzle motion. This is
obsserved regardlessthe frequency value.

For wall pressure evolutions extracted downstream the shock (seeFigure 9b), we
may observe aphase shift ϕ between pressure and angular velocity that also depends
on frequency. Parietal pressureseem to begoverned byexternal flow conditions.
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Transversal wavefor f = fcrit : piston analogy

For the critical frequency fcrit = 110 Hz corresponding to the maximum side-
load value (see Figure 5), we observe the interesting phenomenon of a transversal
wave that propagatesitself between both oppositewalls. This latter is self-induced by
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the nozzle motion as a resonancephenomenon. This effect is ill ustrated onthe set of
imagesgiven in Figures10and 11.

(a) t∗ = 3.22 (b) t∗ = 3.35 (c) t∗ = 3.48 (d) t∗ = 3.61

time

Figure 10. Transversal wavepropagatingfrom the left to the right

(a) t∗ = 3.75 (b) t∗ = 3.89 (c) t∗ = 4.03 (d) t∗ = 4.16

time

Figure 11. Transversal wavepropagatingfrom the right to the left

The wave growth finds its origin in a single waves addition process, each wave
resulting from each cycle of nozzlemotion. This is analogousto the wave generation
observed in a shock tube where both extremities would be associated to dependent
movablepistonsas ill ustrated in Figure12a.

Characteristics theory (Délery, 2008) permits to confirm this processas the origin
of the transversal wavethat results from aresonancephenomenon between thenozzle
frequency motion and the time required for a single wave to propagatebetween both
extremities. Characteristic lines are plotted in Figures12band 12c for a domain with
left and right walls assimilated to pistons with a forced motion at 80 and 115 Hz.
Theshock waveresults from characteristics intersectionsand isclearly visible for the
115 Hz case, whereasthe80 Hz casedoesnot let appear such ashock.
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Figure 13. Mass-spring analogy for side-loads predictions resulting from shock mo-
tions

4. Perspectives

A numerical model for fluid-structureinteractionshasbeen presented for thestudy
in a2D over expanded nozzle, of theinteraction between sideloadsandrigid bodyro-
tations. This model is based onthreedifferent solvers respectivey for fluid, structure
and mesh deformation that are connected with a coupling scheme in a parallel envi-
ronment.

It hasbeen shown the existenceof a critical frequency for therotation of thenozzle
for which the measured side loads are maximum and that also corresponds to the
phenomemnon of a transversal wave that highly deforms the shock. It has also been
observed that the compression shock may adopt a quasi-steady state response with
regardsto nozzlerotationsfor low frequencies, whereasit isnot the case any morefor
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higher frequencies for which a phase shift may be measured between side loads and
angular velocity.

A direct application resulting from these studies is to improve the only current
aeroelastic stabilit y model in over expanded nozzle. This latter (Pekkari, 1993) pre-
dictsfrequency shifting dueto rigid bodymotionswhereasa completeset of codesfor
fluid-structure interaction revealsnone.

Studies and acquired knowledges exposed in this paper will permit to furnish a
large amount of data that are currently in use to develop a model that is based on a
mass-spring analogy. This analogy is essentially motivated by the shock behaviour
with regardsto the frequency of nozzle rotationsand is ill ustrated in Figure13where
theshock isassimilated to a pseudomasswith a singledegreeof freedom in rotation.

Thisanalogyrequiresthedetermination of thepseudorigidity fromall calculations
presented in this paper. This property extraction is currently under work for different
valueof NPR in order to studythe effect of theinitial shock positionalongthenozzle.
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